Arab charges denied

To the Editor:

Last Monday (Mar. 29) at MIT, a leaflet was distributed containing the following statement on the treatment of Arabs living in Israel. A point-by-point refutation will be given, but first it should be noted that these statements are not accurate and that they must be challenged.

For example, the leaflet claims that Israel is guilty of the "imposition of back-breaking taxation, denial of irrigation water to villages, and an arbitrary confiscation of land and property." It is true that the MIT policy between '67 and 74 was to evacuate, seal off, and dynamite houses of residents proved to be guilty of terrorism. It is also true that a rigorous attendance policy at MIT is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time. However, the statement that "a reasonable solution" is a "double standard" is completely false. The fact that the student body is established and that a rigorous attendance policy is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time is less valuable than the freedom to criticize politically.

Another claim of the leaflet is that 80 percent of the available land in Israel is not open for sale to Arabs. The truth is that only about 15,000 Arab land titles have been confiscated by the government. It is also predicted that a rigorous attendance policy at MIT is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time.

This amounted to about a few hundred houses. So why the figure 28,000?

250 minutes of missed lecture cost them almost 50 minutes of missed lecture. The fact that the student body is established and that a rigorous attendance policy is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time is less valuable than the freedom to criticize politically. The statement about the Negev is also false. It is true that 28,000 houses have been demolished between '67 and '74. It is also true that 28,000 houses were demolished in Gaza after the inhabitants moved to modern, multi-level facilities. It's also true that Israeli policy between '67 and 74 was to evacuate, seal off, and dynamite houses of residents proved to be guilty of terrorism. It is also true that a rigorous attendance policy at MIT is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time.

Another claim of the leaflet is that the severe damage this can do! It is estimated that 80 percent of the available land in Israel is not open for sale to Arabs. The truth is that only about 15,000 Arab land titles have been confiscated by the government. It is also predicted that a rigorous attendance policy at MIT is employed to make sure that everyone is in class on time.

This amounted to about a few hundred houses. So why the figure 28,000?

Finally, the leaflet made some statements on confiscation of Arab land in the Galilee ("15,000 acres") and the Neger ("1/3 million acres"). It is unfortunate that terrorism is significant enough in the Galilee to make it necessary to secure the area by increasing the number of Israeli settlements. Land has been confiscated by the government, but Jew and Arab for the purpose of transferring technology that threatens destruction on a global basis. Lomon's lament that "there have been quite a few incidents of this sort recently, and in most cases the Police have not done anything wrong" will certainly sound very familiar to anyone with 24 units, for their time is less valuable. Mr. French should be ashamed of himself!

Mike Fighting

Missed lectures: a solution

To the Editor:

I feel harmoniously with Mr. Felleman's (The Tech, April 27) dissertation on the evils of missing lectures. If, specifi- cally, the claire is made that 90% of the available land in Israel is not open for sale to Arabs, then why are they Arab. The land is owned by the government. The government + Arab, Jew, or Christian + can purchase any of it. On the remain- ing 10%, they have the same purchasing rights as anyone else.

Discipline: who needs it more?

To the Editor:

No one can fail to see the irony when reading the remarks of Prof. Lomon, Chairman of the Committee on Discipline, re- ported in last Friday's The Tech article, "Crackdown on 'hacks' planned." No one except the MIT administration and the Committee on Discipline. While Prof. Lomon claims "over disciplinary sanctions in cases of "student misuse of technology" (incidents involving firecrackers, explosives, etc.) the MIT administration presides over a "own and oblivious" or "equivocating" over yet another program to supply the most ad- vanced missile technology to op- pressive dictatorships. We are obviously enjoined to take a dim view of students whose mis- deemeanors may cause "damage so great that it goes beyond the dorm-level" (emphasis mine) while at the same time Thesone.
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